Here we demonstrate age standardizing using Heart failure mortality data for 2015. Our population was all adults >=30 years of age. We used 2000 US population to create weights for each age. Then crude rates for each age was multiplied by the 2000 weights. The weighted crude rates were summed to derive the age-adjusted rate. In order to delineate HF deaths with and without AF and vice versa, we performed additional sensitivity analysis for overall HF and AF mortality. For the current analysis we use only "ucod" or "Underlying cause of death" which is presented as a single ICD-9 or ICD-10 code. In the revised manuscript, we considered the "ucod" as primary variable (say for example record 1 died of HF as per ucod), then we also created a secondary diagnosis using part/line number on death certificate, sequence of condition within part/ line, and condition code for presence of AF in these secondary codes. There were none to 20 other conditions to identify secondary diagnosis. We created the three groups using both primary and secondary diagnosis:
G1= have a primary diagnosis of HF but no secondary diagnosis of AF. G2= have a primary diagnosis of AF but no secondary diagnosis of HF. G3= have a primary diagnosis of HF and a secondary diagnosis of AF. year  hf  af  gp1  gp2  gp3  1991  39077  3678  38142  2509  935  1992  39987  4056  38946  2759  1041  1993  45494  4657  44248  3162  1246  1994  45049  5082  43677  3430  1372  1995  46404  5661  44951  3877  1453  1996  47129  6204  45566  4314  1563  1997  48836  6484  47056  4564  1780  1998  50155  7188  48341  4941  1814  1999  54841  8339  54841  6006  0  2000  55597  8738  55597  6272  0   2001   56827  9456  56827  6798  0  2002  56404  10098  56404  7169  0  2003  57352  10533  57352  7478  0  2004  57028  10616  57028  7461  0  2005  58843  11560  55812  8086  3031  2006  60272  11445  57052  8022  3220  2007  56481  14496  55724  8541  757  2008  56739  15386  55850  9118 HF-heart failure, AF-atrial fibrillation. Total denotes the survey-weighted counts of all hospitalizations >30 years old. All rates are use survey-weighted counts per 100,000 population and age standardized. Change denotes annual change in rate per 100,000 population and is calculated from random effects meta-regression model with year as a continuous covariate. A negative value indicates decline and positive value indicates increase in annual change per 100,000 and standard error (SE) from 1993 to 2014. % change denotes percent change (100*slope)/rate in 1991. P-trend calculated using meta-regression indicates the significance of the decline or the increase in hospitalization rates of primary heart failure hospitalizations from 1993 to 2014. All rates are survey-weighted, per 100,000 population and age-standardized. Change denotes annual change in rate per 100,000 population and is calculated from survey weighted counts, population sizes and a random effects meta-regression model with year as a continuous covariate. A negative value indicates decline and positive value indicates increase in annual change per 100,000 and standard error (SE) from 1993 to 2011. P-trend calculated using meta-regression indicates the significance of the decline or the increase in hospitalization rates of primary HFU hospitalizations from 1993 to 2014. D6 is missing years 1993 and 1994. D7 is missing years 1993 to 1999. i=((number of death at a given age)*(weight for that age))=Dk.iwi. k is the particular cause of death and i is age group or age of death. For each age group, these YPLL per person/ deaths is summated. Weight of each age is calculated by weight for that age as Wi=Sum (weight for each year of life remaining) =å wj, where j is in range i..x. We then discounted the total years of life lost by 1.5%. YPLL rate is then calculated per age by (Number of YPLLs/Population under end point age) x 100,000, and then age standardized. Change denotes annual change in rate per 100,000 population and is calculated from observed rates using a random effects meta-regression model with year as a continuous covariate. A negative value indicates decline and positive value indicates increase in annual change per 100,000 and standard error (SE) from 1991 to 2015. Ptrend calculated using Poisson models indicates the significance of the decline or the increase in death rates of from 1991 to 2015. P-interaction was calculated by adding an interactive term between the covariate and year in the model. 
